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Welcome to New faculty members
Mr Jacky Tai
"Hello, my name is Jacky. I teach Ethics and Life and Death at our
university. I have studied philosophy and humanities in Hong Kong,
Prague, Toulouse, Leuven and Paris. My main research interests
include political philosophy in the European context,
phenomenology and contemporary French philosophy. I believe
philosophy arises from the distress of our epoque and attempts to
think through it. Philosophy and the studies of humanities are
inseparable from doubt and wonder in life. In addition to research,
I enjoy literature, cinema and theatre in my leisure. Gustav Flaubert,
Toni Morrison, Gabriel García Márquez, Seicho Matsumoto, Leo
Tolstoy and Fyodor Dostoevsky are among my favorite authors.
Ingmar Bergman, Luchino Visconti, François Truffaut, Tsai Minglian, Lee Chang-dong, Kim Ki-duk and François Ozon are among
my favorite directors. I like to share literature and cinema with my
students."

Mr Angelo Leung
"Before joining the Department of Social Science, I stayed at Budapest, the
headquarter of Hungary, in pursuit of my doctoral degree in Political
Theory. Amazingly, my school was next to the Danube so that every day
when I could not philosophize temporarily, I took a walk alongside the
river. I obtained B.A. and M.Phil. in Philosophy at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong. All these experiences developed my inability to work without
a delightful natural scene. So, I love our campus, which is surrounded by
mountains. Besides, I am currently writing my doctoral dissertation on
reconstructing a more coherent normative foundation of left-wing
libertarianism."

Dr Baldwin Wong
"Hi, my name is Baldwin Wong. I have joined the Department of Social
Science since January 2020. My research interests centre around political
philosophy, especially in the areas of public justification, liberal neutrality
and Confucianism. I explore how public political power should be
exercised in a stable constitutional democracy and how traditional
religions and cultures can contribute to a democratic regime. Occasionally,
I write commentaries for newspapers and online news websites. My
hobbies include jogging, hiking, reading Japanese manga and watching
football matches, particularly from a tactical perspective. Besides, I am a
big fan of Game of Thrones and Marvel Cinematic Universe. For those
who are interested in these as well, feel free to have a chat with me!"
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Dr CHOY Hiu Ying Christine
“Hello! This is Christine. I recently obtained my doctoral degree
in Communication and am excited to join the Department since
August 2019. My research interests include branding in cultural
and creative industries, as well as strategic communication and
crisis management in social media era. I teach modules with
the Cultural and Creative Industries Program including
Curatorship and Event Management, Introduction to
Management of Cultural and Creative Industries, and Cultural
and Creative Entrepreneurship. I also teach General Education
courses such as Creative Thinking and Culture, Media and
Society. I love travelling and communicating across cultures. I
enjoy cooking (and eating!), watching documentary, learning
Chinese fortune telling and horoscope, and creative writing in
my leisure time.”

Dr CHAN Ka Ming
"Hi I am Ka Ming and I am very happy to join our Social Science
family. I work in the field of popular culture, cinema studies, and
animal and ecological humanities as a full-time teacher and
researcher; but I love pop songs and comedy so much that I need
to spend time in my dream for busking and performing standup.
Working as a teacher is exhausting; but my exhausting
experiences in the past ten years brought me to a level to treat
teaching as a kind of performance. I enjoy seeing students'
shining eyes when they listen to me; but I especially feel touched
when I sense students' flashing mind through learning. I also
work for non-human animals; and I am always struggling
about how we can live in harmony with nature. Unlike entertaining
performance, working for nature and animals have to face a lot of
contradictions. There are always tears and pain in dealing with
animal affairs. In the end dreaming may be my last comfort zone
- for singing, laughing and especially hugging my beloved dog
again."
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Visiting scholar
January 2020

Dan Choffnes
Associate Professor of Biology and Asian Studies
Carthage College (Kenosha, Wisconsin)

Visiting Scholar in Asian Studies
Semester 1, 2019/2020

It has been an honor to serve as a Visiting Scholar in Asian Studies in the Department this semester. In a short period of
time, I have come to appreciate the very special community assembled around Asian Studies at Hang Seng University. I’ve
enjoyed meeting so many bright and ambitious students, learning from them their views of contemporary Hong Kong culture,
their interests in education and business opportunities in greater Asia, and some of the professional challenges they
anticipate in the coming years. In addition to teaching the elective module Asian Food and Cuisines, I have had many good
conversations with colleagues about teaching, research interests, and life in Hong Kong. The Department houses such an
impressive assembly of teacher-scholars, sharing extensive professional experiences, diverse publication areas, and a deep
commitment to student learning.

At my home institution of Carthage College (Wisconsin, USA), I teach various courses in biology and in our interdisciplinary
Asian Studies program. Much of my teaching and research explores the connections between science and culture. For
example, I am interested in traditional medicine and the roles of plants in human health. I have also been studying tea
culture, and created a course for Carthage College students to introduce them to Asia through tea. My time in Hong Kong has
helped me develop class materials and pursue research in these areas. I am eager to follow the exciting efforts by
Department staff to integrate tea culture in Asian studies. I hope to gain insight from, and where possible, contribute to, these
initiatives.
On weekends this semester, I was able to make trips to tea production areas in Fujian and Taiwan, where I conducted
interviews and participated in manufacturing activities. On occasion, I brought back samples of local teas. Much to my delight,
several members of the Department are tea experts, and we enjoyed comparing our impressions of these and other teas. Of
course, I’ve also learned about the distinctive tea cultures of Hong Kong, from the Hong Kong-style milk tea to the tea-andmeal tradition of yum cha. I will likely return in the future on visits to continue my research, and certainly hope to reconnect
with friends and colleagues in the Department. Until then, I know we will stay in touch.
It has been rewarding to serve as a Visiting Scholar of Asian Studies, one of a number of North American liberal-arts faculty
members invited to Hang Seng University to exchange ideas about pedagogy and engage in research in the undergraduate
context. I have benefited from new perspectives in teaching and discussed our different approaches to curriculum and student
development with Department colleagues. I expect these consultations to continue in the coming years, and hope to deepen
this fruitful relationship between Hang Seng University and ASIANetwork, our consortium of North American colleges and
universities promoting Asia in the liberal arts.
Thank you to everyone who has helped to make my fellowship this semester so successful, and to the Department and
University administration for their support of this program. I look forward to ongoing collaborations and opportunities to
bring our students together for joint projects and cross-cultural study.
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Student learning activites
01
Kimono Talk (16 Oct 2019)

02

Field trip to Youth Square (19 Oct 2019)
Students of CCI visited the exhibition Printing Art Gallery in
Youth Square which showcasing a series of letterpress
printing machines with a history more than half century, the
metal types etc., and joined a letterpress printing art DIY
workshop. The curator and the factory shop owner shared
about the exhibition and the local etterpress printing history
during the field trip.

03

Guided Tour to Victoria Dockside (K-11 Musea)
(30 Nov 2019)
The Victoria Dockside is the art and design district for
culture, creativity and innovation, connecting global
millennials to collide. This is the new face of Hong Kong.
Jeff Tung Jing-kong, senior project director at the Project
Management Department of New World Development,
introduced the design of K-11 Musea to BA-CCI students.
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04

Service learning for ASI1002 students
Students were offered guest lectures and local tours to get familiar with the living situation of the
local ethnic minority community. They were given chances to interact with Pakistani pupils by reading
Chinese picture books.

05
CCI students in Macau
(18 Jan 2020)
CCI students visited the Macau Polytechnic Institute
and had some sharings with their teachers and
students.
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Study tours

01

Taiwanese Presidential Election
2020 Tour - Taipei (4 -11 Jan 2020)
Led by Prof. Kao Lang and Dr Victor Chan,
the Taiwanese Election 2020 Tour was a
precious experience for all 24 students in
gaining knowledge to the political, historical
and cultural aspects of Taiwan.
By visiting and participating in election
campaign of candidates in different parties,
academic exchange with researchers of
think tank and graduate students and
teacher of National Taiwan University as
well as the President Office, our students
had better understanding of the current
political atmosphere in Taiwan.

Through visiting the National Human Rights
Museum and Taipei 228 Memorial Museum,
our students learned the democratic transition
over the past few decades. Many Taiwanese
people had sacrificed themselves in order to
fight for freedom and democracy.
Apart from learning political landscape in
Taiwan, the tour group visited the Daxi Tea
Factory in Taoyuan, Huashan 1914 creative
park and Songshan Cultural and creative park
where we know more about the latest
development of Taiwan’s creative and cultural
industry.
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Myth and the Birth of Japan Miyazaki (5-12 Jan 2020 )

This January, Mr CHAN Chau (“Sensei”), Dr
Rami Chan and Dr Michael Chan brought 32
students to Miyazaki of Japan to research
the relationship between Japanese Myth and
their own national characteristics. As
Miyazaki is stage for many stories of reign,
students visited sereval places such as
Amano iwato (
), the place where the
sun goddess Amaterasu Oomikami (
) hid in. It was the first time for foreigner
to participate in the Yokagura (
).

天岩戸

神

天照⼤
夜神樂

By visiting the Globally Important
Agricultural
Heritage
Systems
(GIAHS) and living with the host
family in Takachiho (
),
students
experienced
and
understood the lives of local
Japanese and their unique culture.

⾼千穗

Apart from experiencing Japanese
culture, the tour group also visited
the beautiful natural scenery in
Miyazaki and enjoyed the skate
experience. The tour group also
received a precious experience to
have some exchange with students
at the University of Miyazaki and
tried wearing the Kimono.
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Epiphany

Our name “Epiphany” represents the sincerity of a great
revelation which symbolises our passion towards
representing and serving our students in Asian Studies.
Within the year, we aim to build a bridge amongst our
classmates and the University, ensuring better
communication, as well as providing aid for our
classmates, in hopes of solving any problems that they
may be facing academically. Other than that, the Student’s
Association of Asian Studies - Epiphany wishes to
increase student’s sense of belonging through organizing
different events, uniting Asian Studies’ students,
embracing Asian culture.

DON’T FORGET TO SCAN AND
FOLLOW OUR INSTAGRAM

Orientation Camp of SAAS (27-29 Aug 2019)

The Orientation Camp of the 2nd Students’
Association of Asian Studies (SAAS) took place
from 27-29 August 2019. The main aim for
organizing our Orientation Camp is to encourage
freshmen to better communicate with each other
and gain a sense of belonging within the university
community. Also, it aims to let freshmen adapt to
new lifestyle and culture in university.
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Faculties members in conference
Dr. Anselm Lam, Dr. Christopher Au-Yeung, Dr.
Joe Poon and Dr. Victor Chan attended the
“Conference on The Future of Whole Person
Education in East Asian Higher Education: Its
Philosophy and Endeavour from Within and
Abroad” in the sessions of “Values and
Education” and “Multi-disciplinary Dimensions
in

Whole

Person

Education

in

Private

University”. The conference was organized by
Hong Kong Baptist University.

New book launch
New book of faculty members

《情動於中：⽣死愛慾的哲學思考》
作者：⿈沐恩
出版年份： 2019
出版社：⾹港中⽂⼤學出版社

《⾹港都市傳說全攻略》
作者：施志明、潘啟聰
出版年份：2019
出版社：中華書局
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Faculty members awarded research funding
Competitive Research Funding Schemes
for the Local Self-financing Degree Sector 2019/20

01

PROJECT TITLE

INTERINTERINSTITUTIONAL
INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
SCHEME
SCHEME

Heritage Conservation along the Belt and
Road Zones:
Between Politics and Professionalism

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Dr CHAN Victor Chi-ming

PROJECT TITLE
How Does the Use of Social Media
affect Public Trust in Police?

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Dr TANG Gary Kin-yat

02
FACULTY
FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
SCHEME
SCHEME
(FDS)
(FDS)

PROJECT TITLE
Cyber State-Society Relations in China:
The Dynamics of Patriotism and Nationalism on the Internet

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Dr WANG Shiru
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SSC Research seminars
3 Oct 2019
SPEAKEr Dr. Eva HUNG

：

：

TOPIC

The Challenge of investigating shadow economies in

：

China-Kazakhstan-Russia border area

Sharing Ethnographic Fieldwork Experience

10 Oct 2019
SPEAKER Dr. WONG Muk Yan

：

：

TOPIC

Book Talk on

《情動於中 : ⽣死愛慾的哲學思考》
(Butterflies in the Stomach: A Philosophical Investigation of
Human Emotions)

14 Nov 2019

：

SPEAKER Dr. Dan Choffnes

：

TOPIC

Tea Science and Culture in
Undergraduate Asian studies
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12 Dec 2019

：

SPEAKER Dr. Shiru WANG

：

TOPIC

：

SPEAKER Dr. Rami CHAN

Constructing the National
Identity in Hong Kong

：

TOPIC

"Did Macau Government Learn a
Lesson? The Crisis Management

：

SPEAKER Dr. Victor CHAN

of Typhoon Hato and Typhoon
Mangkhut"

：

SPEAKER Prof KAO Lang

：

TOPIC

Taking the Long March Online:
Some Cultural Dynamics of
Digital Political Participation in
Three Chinese Societies

：

TOPIC

中國⼤陸的「⼀帶⼀路」⽂化外交:
機遇與挑戰

：

SPEAKER Dr WONG Muk Yan

：

TOPIC

Why Emotion Matters for the
Meaning in Life?
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AS seminars for students
There is monthly seminar for AS students in which selected topics are shared.

TOPIC

DATE

Stress Management and Mental Well-Being
Guest Speaker: Dr. Edgar Chow

16 Jan 2020

Overseas learning experience (OLE) opportunities,
requirements and application procedures

17 Oct 2019

Promotion on study tours and internship
opportunities and Career Talk on Career Planning

19 Sep 2019

Editors

Connect with us

Editor in chief: Ms Maggie WONG
Student editors:
Ho Lok Tung (AS Year 1)
Li Hiu Ching (AS Year 1)
Facebook of BSS-AS

Facebook of BA-CCI

